On motion the Clerk was directed to post notices inviting bids for the construction of a ferry-boat to be delivered afloat at or near Robertson's crossing on Salt River: Said bids to be opened January 16th, 1899, at 10 o'clock a.m. The Board reserving the right to reject any or all bids.

On motion the Clerk was instructed to post notices inviting bids for the stretching of a wire cable for ferry-boat on Salt River near Robertson's crossing, and rigging the pulleys for running the same. Bids to be opened...
ANY NEWSPAPER OF ART
TO EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER FOR THE WEEKLY GLOBE-Democrat
THE SCOTCH RAID

A group of cattle and sheep (by Bob Buchanan). A composite piece of "THE HOMESTEAD," which was, until recently, the property with a partial owner's name, "THE SCOTCH RAID." The price of the WEEKLY GLOBE-Democrat, one year, and the ARIZONA DEPARTMENT IS ONLY

ONE DOLLAR

Adaptation dealing with pattern but have "THE HOME FEED" for 25 cents.
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